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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the most fascinating features of the quantum Hall
effect �QHE� are the fractional charge and statistics of el-
ementary excitations. The charge of a quasiparticle is a
simple fraction of an electron charge. In most QHE states,
the quasiparticles are Abelian anyons, i.e., they accumulate
nontrivial phases when encircling each other. For some fill-
ing factors, even more interesting non-Abelian statistics was
predicted.1,2 When a single non-Abelian anyon makes a full
circle around another �identical� one, this not only modifies
the phase of the wave function, but can also result in a
change of the quantum state of the quasiparticle system.
Such a property makes non-Abelian anyons promising for
fault-tolerant quantum computation.3,4

Detecting fractional charge and statistics proved to be a
difficult task. Fractional charges were eventually observed in
shot noise experiments at Weizmann Institute and Saclay.5

No nonambiguous observation of the statistics of identical
fractional quasiparticles has been reported so far in spite of
several theoretical proposals for detecting Abelian6–10 and
non-Abelian10–16 anyons, and important efforts in this
direction.17,18 The setup,5 which was successful for measur-
ing fractional charges via shot noise, cannot be applied to the
problem of fractional statistics since no quasiparticle braid-
ing occurs in such a device.

Recently a different device, an electronic Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, has been designed and fabricated at Weiz-
mann Institute19 �Fig. 1�. Quasiparticle braiding is possible in
that configuration. As we show below, shot noise in the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer contains information about
both charge and statistics of the elementary excitations. In
particular, it allows for a simple and physically transparent
way to distinguish Abelian from non-Abelian quasiparticles.

Anyon statistics is defined in terms of quasiparticle braid-
ing. Hence, interference experiments may be a useful tool
for experimentally observing it. It has been proposed to
employ electronic Fabry-Pérot and Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometers for probing Abelian6,9 and non-Abelian11–14,16 sta-
tistics. The Fabry-Pérot approach is simple and transparent:
it is based on quasiparticles moving along the edge, en-
circling quasiparticles localized in the bulk. This approach

is, however, sensitive to fluctuations of the number of
trapped quasiparticles8,13,20 which can tunnel to and from
localized states inside the interferometer. In the absence
of these fluctuations, the interference pattern that results
from the lowest-order backscattering amplitude shows
clear and unambiguous signatures of Abelian and non-
Abelian statistics. When such fluctuations are present and
are slow compared to the scale of the particle time of
flight through the interferometer, lowest-order interference
is wiped out. The remaining signal, originating from mul-
tiple reflections, shows less striking signatures in the visibil-
ity of the interference. An additional signature is seen, in
this case, in current noise.10 The Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer is not sensitive to these slow fluctuations,9,16 and
shows signatures of Abelian and non-Abelian statistics in
the visibility of the interference and in the I-V character-
istics. Fast fluctuations suppress the interference in the
two geometries. In both cases, the experimental outcome
depends on unknown nonuniversal microscopic parameters.
Obviously, it would be desirable to find a simpler procedure
based on a single measurement of a universal quantity.
We show below that this can be accomplished in a shot
noise experiment with an anyonic Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer. The information about statistics is contained in
a single universal quantity: the maximal Fano factor at low
temperatures.

Nonequilibrium noise is an important experimental tool in
mesoscopic physics. We define it as the Fourier transform of
the current-current correlation function,21

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the anyonic Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer. Arrows indicate the edge mode propagation directions
from source S1 to drain D1 and from source S2 to drain D2.
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It is often convenient to express the noise in terms of an

effective charge e*���, according to S=e*�Î�. The dimension-
less ratio e*��� /e is known as the Fano factor and depends
on the temperature, voltage, frequency, disorder, and interac-
tion strength. In some situations, e* is universal and equals
the carrier charge. This property was used for probing frac-
tional charges in Ref. 5. Shot noise in the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer in the integer QHE has recently attracted
much attention.22 Below we show that the physics of noise is
even richer in the fractional QHE regime. We find that the
Fano factor in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer depends on
frequency. At high frequencies, the zero-temperature Fano
factor is equal to the dimensionless quasiparticle charge. At
low frequency, the Fano factor depends on the magnetic flux.
The maximum value of the zero-temperature Fano factor is
always below 1 in Abelian systems and can exceed 1 for
non-Abelian anyons.

Figure 1 shows the structure of the interferometer.19 In the
absence of interedge tunneling, charge propagates along two
chiral edges �S1 to D1 and S2 to D2�; the source S1 is kept
at a finite voltage V with respect to S2. Quasiparticles can
tunnel between the edges at two point contacts QPC1 and
QPC2. The current that flows between the edges �i.e., from
S1 to D2� depends on V, the magnetic flux � through the
loop A-QPC2-B-QPC1-A, and the tunneling amplitudes, �1
and �2, at the two quantum tunneling contacts. We assume
that the tunneling amplitudes are small. Hence, the mean
time between two consecutive quasiparticle tunneling events
is much longer than the duration of such an event. We also
assume that the leads fully absorb edge excitations. For a
system of bosons or fermions, such an assumption implies
that tunneling events are independent. In contrast, we will
see that the probability of an anyon to tunnel is affected by
the history of previous tunneling events.

Below we calculate the noise for the tunneling current
between the edges. We will distinguish the high- and low-
frequency regimes. In the low-frequency regime, the fre-
quency � is less than 1/�T= I /q, where �T is the typical time
interval between consecutive tunneling events, I the average
current, and q the quasiparticle charge. In the high-frequency
regime, 1 /�J���1/�T, where �J is the time of one tunnel-
ing event. The time �J��travel+�uncertainty can be estimated as
the sum of two contributions. The quasiparticle travel time
between the point contacts, �travel, is of the order of
�L /v, where L is the interferometer size and v the quasi-
particle’s velocity along the edges. The time �uncertainty
�� /max�qV ,kBT�, where V is the voltage bias and T the
temperature, comes from the uncertainty of the energy of
tunneling quasiparticles.

Most of this paper focuses on the low-frequency noise at
zero temperature and on the finite-temperature noise at arbi-
trary frequency. The zero-temperature high-frequency limit
is much simpler. At high frequencies, the contribution to Eq.
�1� from large times t�1/� is suppressed by the oscillating
exponential factor. The contribution from short times t��J

can be found by substituting �=0. One gets S

= �Î�0��−�J

�J dtÎ�t��=e*I, where the Fano factor e*=�−�J

�J I�t�dt
equals the charge transmitted during one tunneling event.
Thus, in the high-frequency limit, e* is the quasiparticle
charge q. This result is similar to the low-frequency behavior
of the noise in the geometry with one tunneling contact,23

and holds for any quasiparticle statistics. In contrast, the low-
frequency noise in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer shows a
unique behavior which will allow detecting fractional statis-
tics.

This paper has the following structure. Section II contains
the main results of the paper. It focuses on the low-frequency
noise at T=0 in two types of QHE states: Laughlin states
with filling factors 	=1/m �m odd� and the Pfaffian state1,2 at
filling factor 	=5/2. The technical approach of Sec. II is
rather simple, and its results can be understood from a simple
qualitative picture. The rest of the paper focuses on the
finite-temperature noise for arbitrary fractional statistics and
is more technical. The method is based on the algebraic
theory of anyons �Ref. 4�. Section III contains the calculation
of the tunneling probabilities. In Sec. IV, we find the tunnel-
ing current. In Sec. V, we calculate the zero-frequency noise
at arbitrary temperatures. Sec. VI discusses the high-
frequency noise with the emphasis on the limit of low volt-
ages and finite temperatures, i.e., the linear response regime.
In that regime, the noise and conductance are related by the
Nyquist formula. We find that, in contrast to the shot noise,
the thermal Nyquist noise is independent of the magnetic
flux through the interferometer for any fractional statistics
with nondegenerate braiding.

II. SHOT NOISE AT ZERO TEMPERATURE

In this section, we consider the Laughlin and Pfaffian
states. We first briefly review the anyon statistics in these two
states and then calculate the noise.

A. Fractional statistics in Laughlin and Pfaffian states

The quasihole charge in a Laughlin state with the filling
factor 	 is q=	e. When one quasihole encircles n others
counterclockwise, the wave function accumulates the statis-
tical phase


s = 2�	n . �2�

Since the phase 
s is defined mod 2�, there are r
=0, . . . ,1 /	−1 “equivalence classes” which correspond to
1/	 physically distinct statistical phases 
s. A configuration
of n quasiholes belongs to the rth class, r=n mod 1/	.

In the 	=5/2 Pfaffian liquid, quasiholes carry charge e /4.
Due to the non-Abelian statistics, the quantum state of a
system of several charge-e /4 quasiholes is not uniquely de-
termined by their coordinates. One needs to specify addi-
tional quantum numbers, most importantly, the topological
charge �for a review, see Ref. 4�. In the 	=5/2 state, the
latter takes on one of three values14: 1 �“vacuum”�, � �“fer-
mion”�, and  �“vortex”�. In a system with an odd number of
quasiholes n, the topological charge is always . At even n,
two topological charges, 1 and �, are possible. When two sets
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of quasiholes merge, the topological charge of the composite
system is given by the fusion rules: ���=1, ��=, 
�=1+�. In a process in which a quasihole encircles a set
of n quasiholes whose topological charge is �, the wave
function picks up a statistical phase which depends on n, �,
and the topological charge � of the whole system consisting
of �n+1� quasiholes. We denote this statistical phase by �ab,
where a= �n ,�� and b= �n+1,�� label superselection
sectors.4 It equals

�ab = n�/4 + ���� , �3�

where the non-Abelian part ���� satisfies the following rules:
�1� =0, ��� =�, �1� =−� /4, and ��� =3� /4. As we will see,
this information determines the quasihole tunneling rates.
The statistical phase factor exp�i�ab� �Eq. �3�	, is unchanged
if the state a= �n ,�� is fused with an electron whose super-
selection sector is �4,��. Thus, the superselection sectors
form six equivalence classes, which are characterized by
�n mod 4,x�, where x= for odd n and either 1 or � for even
n.

Due to the energy gap for bulk excitations, the low-energy
physics of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is determined
by the edges. Hence, the Hamiltonian is

Ĥ = Ĥedge + ���1X̂1 + �2X̂2� + H.c.	 , �4�

where Ĥedge is the Hamiltonian of the two edges and the

operators X̂1, X̂2 correspond to the quasihole transfer from
outer edge 1 to inner edge 2 at QPC1 and QPC2, respec-
tively. Strictly speaking, the Hamiltonian must include op-
erators which describe tunneling of the objects with all pos-
sible electric and topological charges. We take into account
only the quasihole tunneling operators since they are most
relevant.24 In the limit of small tunneling amplitudes �1 and
�2, the probability of a tunneling event from edge 1 to edge
2 includes four contributions: two proportional to 
�1,2

2 
 �in-
dependent of the flux � through the interferometer� and two
��1�2

* and ��1
*�2 �flux dependent�. The last two contribu-

tions describe the interference of quasihole trajectories S1-
QPC1-B-D2 and S1-A-QPC2-D2, and include the Aharonov-
Bohm phase 2�q� / �e�0	. Here, q is the quasiparticle
charge and �0=eh /c the flux quantum.

Furthermore and central to our discussion is the depen-
dence of these interference terms9,16 on the topological
charge of edge 2. In the case of the Laughlin states, the
tunneling probability depends on the statistical phase Eq. �2�,
where nq is the total charge transferred between the edges
�negative n corresponds to tunneling events from edge 2 to
edge 1�. In the Pfaffian state, these terms contain the phase
�3�, where n has the same meaning as in the Abelian case,
and � and � are the initial and final topological charges of
edge 2. In both cases, a given tunneling event modifies the
tunneling rate of the subsequent event. Quasiparticle tunnel-
ing between the edges can be viewed as a Markov
process.9,10,16

B. Abelian Laughlin case: �=1/m

The tunneling rates were computed in Ref. 9 �see also
Sec. III�. Transitions are possible for the states connected by

arrows in Fig. 2�a�. At zero temperature, quasiholes tunnel
only from the edge with higher chemical potential �edge 1�
to the edge with the lower potential, i.e., only in the direction
of the arrows. The precise expressions for the transition rates
depend on the edge state model.9 We are concerned only
with manifestations of fractional statistics and discuss below
only those properties of the transition rates which depend on
statistics. The transition rate depends9 on the number of the
previous tunneling events mod m. Thus, at zero temperature
and low voltage, there are m different tunneling rates9

pk = r0�V��
�1
2 + 
�2
2 + �u�V��1
*�2 exp�2�i	��/�0 + k	�

+ c.c.	� , �5�

where k=0, . . . ,m−1, and the coefficients r0 and u are ex-

pressed via the matrix elements of the operators X̂1,2. The
above perturbative expressions for the rates are valid9,16 for
such small �1,2 that pk�qV /h for all k. The coefficient u
depends on the voltage and the distance between the tunnel-
ing contacts. For qVL /hv�1, it follows that u→1 �here, L is
the interferometer size and v is the edge velocity�. If also

�1

�2
, it is possible to tune the magnetic flux in such a
way that one of the rates becomes much smaller than all
others.

Let us now calculate the Fano factor. The average square
of the time between two subsequent tunneling events is tk

2

=2/ pk
2. The noise �1� equals S=�Q2�t� / t, where �Q�t� is the

fluctuation of the charge Q�t� transmitted during the time
t�1/ pk. The Fano factor reads as

FIG. 2. �a� States and transition probabilities in a Laughlin liq-
uid with the filling factor 	. �b� In the 	=5/2 QHE liquid, each state
of the interferometer is labeled by the topological charge of edge 2
and the number of the previous tunneling events mod 4.
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e* = S/I = �Q2�t�/Q�t� . �6�

The charge transmitted during N /	�1 tunneling events is
Ne. The average time tN needed for N /	 tunneling events is
t̄N=N�k=0

�1/	�−1 1
pk

. The time tN= t̄N+�t fluctuates. One can esti-

mate Q�t̄N� as Ne, with the accuracy of O��t / tN�. Such accu-
racy is insufficient for the calculation of �Q2�t̄N�. For the
sake of evaluating the second moment of the current, one can
either calculate the fluctuations of Q during t̄N or assume a
uniform current with fluctuations of the time interval �t. We,
thus, need to find the fluctuation �t2. From the expression for
tk
2, we find �t2=N�k

1
pk

2 . Now we can estimate Q�t̄�Ne

−�tI=const−�tNe / t̄N. Hence, �Q2= I2�t2. Finally,

e* = e

�
k=0

�1/	�−1

�1/pk
2�

� �
k=0

k=�1/	�−1

�1/pk��2
. �7�

Since the rates pk depend on the magnetic flux �, the low-
frequency Fano factor depends on flux as well, in contrast to
the one-point-contact geometry.23 From the inequality of
arithmetic and quadratic means, we find that e*�	e. The
maximum value of e* is the electron charge e, and it is ob-
tained when one of the transition rates is much smaller than
all others �see discussion below�.

C. Shot noise in non-Abelian Pfaffian state

In the Pfaffian state, there are eight transition rates16 �see
Fig. 2�b�; a general approach to the calculation of transition
rates is discussed in Sec. III	. At zero temperature and low
voltage, four of them have the form16

pk = r0�
�1
2 + 
�2
2 + �u�1
*�2 exp��i��/�0 + k	/2� + c.c.	� ,

�8�

where k=0, 1, 2, and 3. The four remaining rates are given
by pk /2 �Fig. 2�b�	 As in the Laughlin state, if 
�1

�2
 and
u1, it is possible to tune the magnetic flux in such a way
that one of the rates becomes much smaller than all others.
The condition u1 corresponds to close point contacts, i.e.,
the distances between the point contacts along both edges
must be shorter than all other scales: the edge lengths; the
scale hv /qV, controlled by the voltage bias; and hv /kBT,
where T is the temperature.

Using the same approach as in the Abelian case, one can
rewrite Eq. �6� as

e* = e�t2/�t̄�2, �9�

where t̄ is the average time needed for four consecutive tun-
neling events, and �t is the fluctuation of that time. Since one
electron charge is transferred between the edges during four
tunneling events, the current reads as

I = e/t̄ . �10�

A straightforward calculation yields

t̄ = 2��
k=0

3
pk

pk+1
+ 4����

k=0

3

pk� �11�

and

�t2 = � 4


�
k=0

3
pk + pk+1

pk+1
2 −

4

2��
k=0

3
pk

pk+1
�2� , �12�

where =�pk and the convention p3+1= p0 is used. The
calculation is based on Fig. 2�b�. In the space of states, there
are four possible trajectories which begin and end in point
�−1,�. t̄ and t2 are combinations of the contributions from
the four trajectories weighted according to their probabilities.
For example, the probability of the trajectory �−1,�
→ �0,1�→ �1,�→ �2,1�→ �−1,� is �p3 / �p1+ p3�	
� �p0 / �p0+ p2�	. In order to make Eqs. �11� and �12� more
compact and symmetric, we used the fact that p0+ p2= p1
+ p3, which is evident from Eq. �8�.

Equations �9�–�12� have an interesting feature: in contrast
to the Abelian case �Eq. �7�	, the Fano factor can exceed one
electron charge. A convenient reference point corresponds to
such magnetic flux � where the current �10� is minimal. At
u1 and �1�2, the currents �10� and �11� are minimal for
�= �4n−k+2��0, in which case the tunneling rate pk �Eq.
�8�	 is close to zero. Assuming k=0, one gets p0� p1 , p2 , p3.
Then Eqs. �8�–�12� imply that e*=3e�e. The maximal Fano
factor is achieved at a different value of the magnetic flux. It
can be found numerically from Eqs. �9�, �11�, and �12�. In the
limit u1 and �1�2, the maximal effective charge equals
emax

* 3.2e. In contrast, the maximal value of the Fano factor
of the Laughlin state �Eq. �7�	 is e*=e.

The difference between the two cases provides a way to
distinguish between Abelian and non-Abelian statistics from
shot noise. In fact, this difference may be understood from
Fig. 2 without detailed calculations. Both in the Abelian and
non-Abelian cases, the minimal current corresponds to p0
0. Transport in a Laughlin state can be described in the
following way: typically, the system stays in state 0 �Fig.
2�a�	 for a long time, after which it tunnels to state 1. From
state 1, it quickly goes through the series of states
2 ,3 , . . . ,m−1 and back to 0. Then the system stays in state 0
again for a long time. Thus, charge is typically transmitted in
“bursts” of m quasiparticles, carrying altogether one electron
charge. This gives e*=e. In the non-Abelian case �Fig. 2�b�	
the transport also occurs rapidly between prolonged stays in
state �0,1�. However, the average charge transmitted between
two such stays exceeds an electron charge due to the exis-
tence of a “bypass road” �−1,�→ �0,��→ �1,�→ �2,��
→ �−1,�.

III. TRANSITION RATES

In this section, we calculate transition rates for arbitrary
fractional statistics at arbitrary temperature T and voltage V.
We assume that the topological charge of elementary excita-
tions has a finite number of possible values. There is an
infinite number of possible electric charges. We will denote
the minimal charge of an anyon as q�0. The quantum di-
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mensions da, fusion multiplicities Nax
b , and statistical phases

�ab �Eq. �13�	 depend only on the topological charges. All
these conditions are satisfied for the Laughlin and Pfaffian
statistics for an appropriate definition of the topological
charge: Each vertex of the graphs in Fig. 2 should be viewed
as a class of states with the same topological charge, and
different topological charges should be ascribed to different
vertices.

We will work in the limit of small �1 and �2 �Eq. �4�	, so
that the transition rates can be found from the lowest, sec-
ond, order in �’s. Physically, this means that at every mo-
ment of time there is no more than one quasiparticle between
the point contacts. Nevertheless, the transition rates depend
on all previous tunneling events through the total topological
charge of the edges.

Consider a tunneling event in which a quasiparticle with
electric charge q and topological charge x is transferred from
the outer edge 1 to the inner edge 2 �Fig. 1�. After such an
event, the topological charge of edge 2 changes. We will
denote the initial topological charge of edge 2 as a and the
final topological charge as b. Possible values of b are deter-
mined by the fusion rules for charges x and a. Since the total
topological charge of the interferometer must remain at the
vacuum value 1, the topological charge of edge 2 is always
opposite to the topological charge of edge 1. In what follows,
we will use the notation ā for the topological charge opposite
to a.

The tunneling operators X̂1 and X̂2 �Eq. �4�	 depend on the

gauge. The choice of the vector potential A� is restricted by
the condition that its circulation over the loop A-QPC2-B-
QPC1-A �Fig. 1� equals the magnetic flux � through the
interferometer. At the most convenient choice of the gauge,
the vector potential is nonzero only inside the point contact
QPC2. In this case, the edge Hamiltonian and the tunneling

operator X̂1 are independent of the magnetic flux, and the

operator X̂2 contains the factor exp�i�AB�, where the
Aharonov-Bohm �AB� phase �AB=2�iq� /e�0 and �0
=hc /e is the flux quantum.

In addition to the Aharonov-Bohm phase, a particle accu-
mulates a statistical phase �ab when it goes along the loop

A-QPC2-B-QPC1-A. Hence, X̂2 contains an additional factor
exp�i�ab�. For the calculation of the statistical phase, we
consider a process in which a particle with topological
charge x encircles the hole in the interferometer �Fig. 1�
which contains topological charge a. The result of this cal-
culation depends on the fusion channel b for the charges a
and x. The phase can be found from algebraic theory of
anyons �Ref. 4� using the diagrams from Fig. 3. The left
diagram equals the topological spin 
b, while the right dia-
gram equals 
a
x exp�i�ab�. Hence,

exp�i�ab� =

b


a
x
. �13�

Thus, the tunneling operators can be represented in the form

X̂1= X̃1, X̂2=exp�i�AB+ i�ab�X̃2, where the operators X̃i are
independent of the magnetic flux and the topological charges
of the edges.

Since a tunneling event involves a change of the topologi-
cal charge of edge 2, we have to find the probabilities of all

possible fusion outcomes b. The tunneling operators X̃i cre-
ate a quasiparticle-quasihole pair, x and x̄, near one edge
inside a point contact and move the quasiparticle x to the
opposite edge. Since the topological charge is an integral of
motion, the quasiparticle and quasihole fuse to vacuum. We
want to find the amplitude of the process in which x and a
fuse to b. This amplitude is given by the diagram in Fig. 4.

The vertices are two operators Fax;i
b and Fāx̄;j

b̄ from the fusion
space Vax

b �Ref. 4�; the indices i and j assume values between
1 and the fusion multiplicity Nax

b . The diagram �Fig. 4� is
well known in algebraic theory of anyons. In order to apply
the expression from Ref. 4 for this diagram, one just needs to
remember that in algebraic theory of anyons, quantum states
have norms different from 1. Thus, up to an irrelevant phase,
the fusion amplitude equals f ij = �1/dadx	�dadbdx�ij, where
the square bracket contains the normalization factor and d�

denote quantum dimensions. Finally, the fusion probability

FIG. 3. The diagram for the calculation of the statistical phase
�ab. Note that the left diagram depends only on the combined to-
pological charge b of the excitations a and x, which should be
viewed as one composite object at the calculation of that diagram.

FIG. 4. The diagram for the calculation of the fusion
amplitudes.
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Pa+x→b
+ = �

ij


f ij
2 = Nax
b db

dadx
. �14�

The total transition rate equals

wa+x→b
+ = Pa+x→b

+ ua+x→b
+ , �15�

where ua+x→b
+ is the transition rate in the fusion channel b.

We consider fully absorbing leads. Hence, the rate ua+x→b
+

depends on the previous tunneling events only through the

factor exp�i�ab� in the operator X̂2. The rate can be found
from Fermi’s golden rule:

ua+x→b
+ = r11

+ �
�1
2 + 
�2
2� + �r12
+ ei�ABei�ab�1

*�2 + c.c. . � ,

�16�

where r��
+ =�−�

� �X̃�
†�t�X̃��0�� /�2, and the angular brackets de-

note the average with respect to the thermodynamic state of
noninteracting edges at the temperature T and the chemical
potential difference qV between the edges. The correlation
functions r��

+ depend on microscopic details.
At finite temperatures, quasiparticles can also tunnel from

internal edge 2 to edge 1, whose electrochemical potential is
higher. The respective transition rates

wb→a+x
− = Pb→a+x

− ub→a+x
− �17�

can be found in exactly the same way as w+. In full analogy
with Eq. �14�, the diagram from Fig. 4 with interchanged

b↔ ā and b̄↔a yields

Pb→a+x
− = Nax

b da

dbdx
. �18�

The transition rate ub→a+x
− within the fusion channel b→a

+x is related to ua+x→b
+ by the detailed balance condition

ub→a+x
− = exp�− qV/T�ua+x→b

+ . �19�

Equations �14�–�19� allow one to easily reproduce Eqs. �5�
and �8� from the previous section. One just needs to know
the quantum dimensions, topological spins, and fusion mul-
tiplicities. In Laughlin states, all quantum dimensions and
fusion multiplicities are 1. The topological spin of the exci-
tation with the electric charge ne	 equals exp�i	n2�, where 	
is the filling factor. The topological spins and quantum di-
mension in the Pfaffian states are listed in Table I �cf. Refs.
4,14,16�. All fusion multiplicities Nax

b =1.

IV. FINITE-TEMPERATURE CURRENT

Now we are in the position to calculate the tunneling cur-
rent through the interferometer. We consider the most general
situation when the tunneling of several types of quasiparti-
cles with electric charges kq is allowed �k are integers�. Our
final answer �Eq. �28�	 reproduces the results of Sec. II in the
limit of zero temperature for the Laughlin and Pfaffian states.

Let Q�t� be the total charge of edge 2. Then the current

I = lim
t→�

�Q�t� − Q�0�	/t . �20�

The charge Q�t� can be found from the generating function
q�z , t�=q� pa,nqzn, where pa,nq is the probability to find topo-
logical charge a and electric charge nq on edge 2. One gets

Q =
d

dz

q�z,t�
z=1. �21�

The probabilities pa,nq obey the kinetic equations

ṗa,nq = �
b,mq

Mb,mq
a,nq pb,mq, �22�

where the kinetic matrix

Mb,mq
a,nq = �

x

�w�b+x�,m→a,n
+ + wb,m→�a+x�,n

− 	

− �ab�nm�
c,l,x

�w�a+x�,n→c,k
+ + wa,n→�c+x�,k

− 	 . �23�

The diagonal elements of the kinetic matrix involve infinite
sums, but only few contributions to these sums are relevant
since the tunneling of quasiparticles x with high electric
charges q�k−n� is suppressed.

The system �22� includes an infinite number of equations.
It is possible to reduce it to a system of finite size using a
symmetry of the kinetic matrix. Indeed, the matrix elements
Mb,mq

a,nq depend on the final and initial topological charges b
and a of edge 2 and on the electric charge of the transmitted
quasiparticle q�n−m�, but they are independent of the initial
electric charge mq of edge 2. Let us introduce a set of gen-
erating functions pa�z , t�=�npa,nqzn, where the summation
extends over all states of edge 2 with the same topological
charge a. The kinetic equation �22� can be rewritten as

ṗa�z� = �
b

Kb
a�z�pb�z� , �24�

where Kb
a�z�=�mMb,mq

a,nq zn−m and n is arbitrary. The system
�24� contains a finite number of equations.

A general solution of Eq. �24� is expressed via the eigen-

values of the matrix K̂�z�=Kb
a�z�. At z=1, the matrix satisfies

the conditions of the Rorbach theorem:27 All its elements are
real, all diagonal elements are negative, all nondiagonal ele-
ments are positive or zero, and the sum of the elements in
each column is zero. Hence, at z=1, its maximal eigenvalue
is nondegenerate and equals zero. At z close to 1, the maxi-
mal eigenvalue must be close to zero and still be nondegen-
erate. This strongly simplifies the solution of Eq. �24� at
large times t. One finds that pa�z , t�= pa

�0��z�exp���z�t	, where

��z� is the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix K̂�z�. The con-

TABLE I. Quantum dimensions and topological spins for exci-
tations with different electric and topological charges in the Pfaffian
state.

Topological
charge

Electric
charge

Quantum
dimension

Topological
spin

1 ne /2 1 exp�i�n2 /2�
� ne /2 1 −exp�i�n2 /2�
 e /4+ne /2 �2 exp�i��2n2+2n+1	 /4�
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servation of probability means that �apa�z=1, t�=1. At large
t, this yields �apa

�0��z=1�=1.
We are finally ready to calculate the current �20� and �21�.

One obtains

Q = q
d

dz�a


pa
z=1,t = q���z = 1�t�
a

pa
�0��z = 1�

+ q�
a

dpa
�0��z = 1�

dz
= qt���z = 1� + q�

a

dpa
�0��z = 1�

dz
,

�25�

I = q���z = 1� . �26�

Thus, in order to calculate the current, one only needs the

eigenvalue ��z� of the matrix K̂�z�. We would like to empha-
size again that this matrix is finite. The above Eq. �26� can be
represented in the computationally more convenient form.
Let ��
= �1,1 , . . . ,1�, let

K̂�z�
v�z�� = ��z�
v�z�� , �27�

and let �� 
v�=1. Note that ��
K̂�1�=0. Differentiating Eq.

�27� with respect to z yields ��
v�+�
v��= K̂�
v�+ K̂
v��.
Multiplying by ��
 and setting z=1 produces the final result:

I/q = ���1� = ��
Â�1�
v� , �28�

where Â�s�= �zd /dz�sK̂�z=1�.

V. FINITE-TEMPERATURE NOISE AT LOW FREQUENCY

The purpose of this section consists in the calculation of
the noise at arbitrary temperature for arbitrary statistics. The
results provide an independent check for Sec. II in the limit
of zero temperature. They complement the results for the
tunneling probabilities and the current from Secs. III and IV.
The coefficients rij

+ in expression �16� for the tunneling rates
depend on unknown microscopic parameters and can be ex-
tracted by fitting experimental data with the expression for
the current �Eq. �28�	. The same information can be indepen-
dently obtained from the noise �Eq. �34�	.

The calculation of the effective charge e* in the low-
frequency limit is based on Eq. �6�. We already found the
average transmitted charge Q �Eq. �25�	. We need to find

�Q2=Q2− Q̄2, where Q̄=qt���1�+q�dpa
�0� /dz �Eq. �25�	.

The generating function method yields the following expres-
sion for Q2:

Q2 = q2 d

dz
z

d

dz�a


pa
z=1 = q2�����1�	2t2 + ����1� + ���1�	t

+ 2���1�t�
a

dpa
�0�

dz
+ �

a
� d

dz
+

d2

dz2�pa
�0�� . �29�

This gives the following answer for the effective charge:

e* = q�1 + ���1�/���1�	 . �30�

It is convenient to express the above result via the matrices
A�s� �Eq. �28�	. Differentiating Eq. �27� twice yields

K̂
v� + 2K̂
v�� + K̂
v�� = ��
v� + 2��
v�� + �
v�� . �31�

Substituting z=1 and multiplying by ��
 gives

���1� = ��
K̂
v� + 2��
K̂
v��1�� = ��
Â�2� − Â�1�
v� + 2��
Â�1�

�
v�� , �32�

where we used the identity �� 
v��= ��� 
v�	�=0. In order to
complete the calculation, we need to find 
v��1��. At z=1, we

can rewrite the z derivative of Eq. �27� in the form K̂
v��=

−�K�−��Î�
v�=−�Î− 
v���
�Â�1�
v�, where we substituted ex-
pression �28� for ��. Let us now introduce the pseudoinverse

matrix K̃−1 such that K̂K̃−1= K̃−1K̂= Î− 
v���
, K̃−1
v�=0 and

��
K̃−1=0. We find


v��1�� = �Î − 
v���
�
v�� = − K̃−1�Î − 
v���
�Â�1�
v� = − K̃−1Â�1�

�
v� . �33�

Combining Eqs. �28�, �32�, and �33�, we finally obtain

e* = q
��
Â�2� − 2Â�1�K̃−1Â�1�
v�

��
Â�1�
v�
. �34�

One can easily check that the above equation reproduces the
results of Sec. II in the Pfaffian and Laughlin cases. In order
to apply the results of Secs. IV and V to the Pfaffian state,
one has to modify the definition of the topological charge in
comparison with Sec. II. The topological charge can take six
different values corresponding to the six vertices of the graph
in Fig. 2�b�. This means that electrons carry the vacuum
topological charge. Such a definition is physically sensible
since electrons do not acquire statistical phases when they
encircle other excitations.28

VI. FINITE-TEMPERATURE NOISE AT HIGH
FREQUENCY

In this section, we assume that only one type of quasipar-
ticles can tunnel between the edges. We denote the electric
charge of the tunneling quasiparticle as q and its topological
charge as x. We also assume nondegenerate braiding4 for the
topological charge x: This means that for some topological
charge a, a nontrivial statistical phase �ab�2�n is accumu-
lated when a particle x makes a circle around a.

If only one type of particles is allowed to tunnel, then the
expression for the dc simplifies:

I = q�
a,b

va�wa+x→b
+ − wa→b+x

− � , �35�
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where the tunneling probabilities w± can be found in Sec. III,
and va is the probability to find the topological charge a on
edge 2. va can be extracted from the stationary solution of
the kinetic equation �22� and are the components of the vec-
tor 
v� �Eq. �27�	.

The expression for the noise �1� can be rewritten as

S =
1

4�t
�

−�t

�t

dt1�
−�

�

dt2�I�t1�I�t2� + I�t2�I�t1��exp�i��t2 − t1	� ,

�36�

where the time �t is much greater than the duration of one
tunneling event and much shorter than the inverse frequency
1/�. Contributions from large times 
t2
�1/� are sup-
pressed by the rapidly oscillating exponential factor. Contri-
butions from the region �t� 
t2
�1/� correspond to rare
situations when one tunneling event occurs at the moment of
time t1, 
t1
��t, and another one at the moment of time t2,

t2
�1/�. Neglecting them, we can reduce Eq. �36� to the
following form:

S =
1

4�t
�

−�t

�t

dt1�
−�t

�t

dt2�I�t1�I�t2� + I�t2�I�t1��

=
1

4�t
�

−�t

�t

dt1�
−�t

�t

dt2� dQ�t1�
dt

dQ�t2�
dt

+
dQ�t2�

dt

dQ�t1�
dt

�
=

1

2�t
��Q��t� − Q�− �t�	2� =

1

2�t
��Q2� , �37�

where �Q denotes the change of the electric charge of edge
2 after the time interval 2�t, and we used the relations
exp�i��t�1 and I=dQ /dt. Possible values of �Q=nq cor-
respond to an integer number of transmitted quasiparticles.
Neglecting the contributions from large n, 
n
�1, one finds

S = q2�
a,b

va�wa+x→b
+ + wa→b+x

− � . �38�

This expression can be evaluated on the basis of the kinetic
equations discussed in Sec. IV.

The situation considerably simplifies in the thermal equi-
librium case, V=0, since the distribution function va can be
found from the detailed balance principle. At zero voltage,
the tunneling rates u± �Eq. �19�	 are equal and, hence,
da

2wa+x→b
+ =db

2wb→a+x
− . From the detailed balance condition

vawa+x→b
+ =vbwb→a+x

− , we get

va =
da

2

D2 , �39�

where the normalization constant is the total quantum dimen-
sion D=��ada

2. The substitution of Eqs. �15�, �17�, and �39�
into Eq. �38� yields

S = S1 + S2 + S2
*, �40�

where S2 depends on the magnetic flux and S1 exhibits no
flux dependence:

S1 =
2q2

dxD
2r11

+ �
a,b

Nax
b dadb�
�1
2 + 
�2
2	 , �41�

S2 =
2q2

dxD
2�

ab

Nax
b dadb


b


a
x
r12

+ �1
*�2 exp�i�AB� . �42�

The expression for S1 can be simplified with the identity
�bNax

b db=dadx �Ref. 4�. This yields

S1 = 2q2r11
+ �
�1
2 + 
�2
2	 . �43�

It is not surprising that the flux-independent noise is ex-
pressed via the fractional charge and contains no information
about fractional statistics. Interestingly, the same is true for
the total noise S. In fact, S=S1 and S2=0 as can be seen from
the following argument. The combination 1

D�bNax
b db


b


a
x

=sax̄=sxa
* is an element of the topological S matrix.4 Hence,

S2=2q2r12
+ �1

*�2 exp�i�AB��asxa
* �da /D�=const�asxa

* s1a=0. In
the last equality, we used the orthogonality of the nontrivial
fusion character sxa /sx1 and the trivial character s1a /s11.
Thus, the equilibrium high-frequency noise is independent of
fractional statistics and the magnetic flux through the inter-
ferometer and does not exhibit quantum interference effects
in the lowest order in �’s. We would like to emphasize our
assumption that the tunneling quasiparticle exhibits non-
trivial braiding with other topological charges. Otherwise,
S2�0. In particular, this means that quantum interference
can be observed if electron tunneling is allowed. Note that
the equilibrium high-frequency noise �Eqs. �40� and �43�	 is
related to the linear conductance by the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have calculated shot noise in the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer in fractional QHE states. At zero
temperature, the Fano factor is always smaller than 1 in Abe-
lian states and can exceed 1 in the Pfaffian state. Thus, noise
in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer can be used for an ex-
perimental probe of non-Abelian statistics. An advantage of
such a setup consists in the robustness with respect to the
fluctuations of the number of the quasiparticles trapped in-
side the system. Our predictions are independent of the
model of the edges. They apply even in the regime of “short
edges,” where the physics of the edges cannot be separated
from the physics of the leads in the relevant energy window.
The only assumption about the edges consists in their chiral-
ity.

We also obtained general expressions for the current and
noise at arbitrary temperatures and voltages for any anyonic
statistics. The expressions drastically simplify at zero voltage
in the high-frequency regime. In that regime, no quantum
interference effects can be observed for any fractional statis-
tics in sharp contrast to the case of fermions.

Our analysis assumes weak quasiparticle tunneling. For
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Fermi and Bose systems, this would mean a single-particle
problem. For anyons, many-particle effects persist even for
weak tunneling due to the “black hole” in the center of the
interferometer �the hole encircled by edge 2 in Fig. 1�. The
black hole is entangled with the rest of the system and inter-
acts with tunneling topological charges. This results in a
rather unusual behavior including nonanalytic dependence of
the current and noise on the small tunneling amplitudes. It
should be possible to extend our approach to more compli-
cated geometries with several black holes.
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